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Sandy valley local schools employment

Sources: National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights, Stanford University Educational Policy Analysis Center, EDFacts, U.S. Department of Education Common Data Center. Maps courtesy of the Mapbox Community. Read our methodology → Notes: The
U.S. Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights occasionally updates the underlying dataset. ProPublica can update the interactive data in response. Disparity scores are not available if there are few students in a specific racial group to make a statistically significant calculation. They are also not
available if data on a particular racial group have not been reported. Some schools or districts reported an overcount of students in a disparity category (such as suspensions or AP courses) when compared to the total enrollment of that particular student group. In these cases, we also omit the disparity
score. Due to rounding, demographic decompositions in composition charts can add up to more than 100%. The racial categories for which we show data are: Black, Hispanic, White, Asian/Pacific Islands or Native Hawaiian, Two or More Races, and Native Americans or Alaskanatives. In some cases, we
abbreviate the last three racial groups for Asians, two races+ and Am natives. Because of a technical issue with the collection of Office for Civil Rights data on sworn police officers in schools, the data for the security team can be a sub-count. As with any self-renotted data, there may be errors in the
Federal Civil Rights Data Collection. While districts are required to ensure the accuracy of their data, some may still report incorrect numbers. In addition, for some variables, the CRDC rounds the number of students for privacy reasons. In these cases, student groups may represent a small undercount or
overcount. Find errors? Do you have any tips? Email [email protected]. Specific data for high school tests or high school courses (including geometry, biology, calculus, ap enrollment, SAT test fees, etc.) are calculated from total high school enrollment, while data for other classes (such as eighth grade
algebra) is calculated from the total enrollment of students. Read more about our data in our methodology → No current vacancies Visit the link below for certified posts or to fill an online application for a certified vacancy: Applitrack Online Application Available Positions classified for the 2020-2021 School
Year Bus Driver 4.5 hours per day Contract of 188 days currently assigned to route #15 Class B CDL with the endorsement of the required school bus. Custodian 2 positions 8 hours per day 260-day contract currently assigned to Sandy Valley Middle/High School 6a-2p 8 hours 260-day contract day
currently assigned to Sandy Valley Elementary School from 1:30p to 9:30p Hours may vary, overtime may be required, Training provided, preferred prior experience For a classified application, click the link below: Classified Enrollment Applicant Tracking - Sandy Valley Local School Dist 5.0Junior Varsity
Cheerleading Coach (Former Employee) - Magnolia, OH - October 2, 2017I cheered for many years so when I was asked to return to my Alma Mater and cheerleader coach I was very excited! The wonderful girls and the staff welcomed me with open arms. With me being so young (20) I thought it would
be a conflict, but it was nothing. They were all wonderful to work withConsEnd for season verification (Not biweekly)Was this review helpful? School bus driver in Magnolia, OHthe kids are great to be byThe children he benefits for this job. they're great to be around. As in any job you have clicks and
people who have worked together everywhere. which sometimes makes it difficult to work. really wanted to do these assessments did not know how to skip the teaching experience in Magnolia, OHPerfect to teach studentsEveryone was really friendly and accepting. The team works well together with
teachers. The district treats the students very well. I felt at home teaching student there. Junior Varsity Cheerleading Coach in Magnolia, OHI cheered for many years so when I was asked to return to my Alma Mater and cheerleading coach I was very excited! The wonderful girls and the staff welcomed
me with open arms. With me being so young (20) I thought it would be a conflict, but it was nothing. They were all wonderful to work with athletic coach in Magnolia, OHI like to work with students and watch them succeed. I'd miss the kids. The schedule is becoming difficult with a growing family. I'm on an
afternoon shift and I work most Saturdays. Professor and Head Athletic Coach in Magnolia, OHAdministration has made my job harder than necessary. Worked long hours for minimal compensation. Never treated like an equal. Equal.
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